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Abstract
We investigate a scenario where the dark matter of the Universe is made from very light hidden
photons transforming under a Z2-symmetry. In contrast to the usual situation, kinetic mixing
is forbidden by the symmetry and the dark photon interacts with the Standard Model photon
only via an axion-like particle acting as a “messenger”. Focusing on signatures involving the
ordinary photon, our survey of the phenomenology includes limits from cosmological stability,
CMB distortions, astrophysical energy loss, light-shining-through-walls experiments, helioscopes
and solar X-ray observations.
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1 Introduction
Very light bosons such as axions, axion-like particles (ALPs) and hidden photons (HPs) are amongst
the most minimal extensions of the Standard Model allowing for an explanation of the observed dark
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matter (DM). Their sufficient production can proceed, for example, via the misalignment mecha-
nism [1–5]1 and does not require any messenger particles. Similarly, no symmetry2 is required for
them to achieve cosmological stability as the decay rate is very suppressed by a combination of very
small mass and very weak coupling.
Another reason for their popularity is certainly that these particles lead to new possibilities for
their detection in experiments (see, e.g. [28–31] for some reviews). In most simple models of such
very light dark matter, the dark matter particle itself couples directly – albeit very very weakly –
with the Standard Model particles, without involving any additional messengers. For example, in
the case of hidden photons [32–34] (for a review and more literature see, e.g. [35]), interactions to
the Standard Model (SM) proceed through a kinetic mixing term [33, 34] ∼ χFµνF ′µν , where F is
the electromagnetic field strength of the standard model and F ′ the corresponding one in the hidden
sector. Similarly, for axions and axion-like particles there is a direct interaction with photons (the
most exploited coupling) through ∼ φFµνF˜µν , where φ is the ALP field.
In contrast many models of WIMP dark matter feature interactions that proceed through addi-
tional “messenger” particles with masses smaller or comparable to those of the dark matter particles.
It is therefore a viable question, what if very light particles interact with the Standard Model only via
interactions involving additional particles?
In this work we want to study the phenomenology of a such a model. Concretely we investigate a
situation where the dark matter is made from hidden photons. However, instead of directly interacting
via kinetic mixing the hidden photons couple to the ordinary photon only with the involvement of an
axion-like particle via an interaction ∼ φF ′µνF˜µν .
While other papers have investigated similar models involving axions and hidden photons, they
mostly consider different perspectives and situations. For example in [36] such a model was used
to explain the 3.5 keV line [37, 38], whereas [39] discusses such a situation in the context of the
Xenon1T result [40]. In addition, such a coupling can also be useful to generate magnetic fields in
the Universe [41]. Refs. [13, 14, 16] find that the coupling gφγ′γ′φF
′
µνF˜
′µν could cause axion dark
matter (produced through the misalignment mechanism) to covert into hidden photon dark matter
for a suitable range in parameter space. Moreover, [42] investigated a coupling of the QCD axion to
a massless hidden photon through an aligned mechanism, finding that the energy transfer between
them can open up the parameter space for axions up to fφ ∼ 1017 GeV.
Phenomenologically the interaction of axion-like particles with a hidden photon background al-
lows for interesting new possibilities. In particular, a hidden photon DM condensate introduces a
time-dependent background, where novel effects can take place [43–47]. Moreover, it provides an
environment where axions and photons can couple in “vacuum”, which can lead to new effects in
laboratory experiments.
1Other interesting production mechanisms include, the generation from inflationary perturbations (e.g. [6–12]), but
also from couplings to other (often misaligned) fields that can produce the desired particles in connection with a para-
metric resonance (see [13–16] for some examples). Topological defects forming during a phase transition, e.g. strings
and domain walls, are also a potentially abundant source of light bosons (cf., e.g., [17–26]).
2For a situation where there is an approximately conserved charge and even a charge asymmetry for a very light
boson, see, e.g. [27].
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Our approach will be to first look into the viability of the model, addressing for instance the
stability of the DM, and whether it survives current stringent observations such as constraints on
CMB distortions or the solar luminosity. On the other hand, we would like to test the model with
laboratory experiments, and search for distinctive features that could differentiate it from the already
known one-particle models, such as axion-like particles or hidden photons.
Let us now briefly outline the structure for the rest of the paper. In section 2 we provide details
of the model and its interactions. We also discuss the equations of motion and comment on some of
the approximations we employ. In section 3 we investigate the stability of the dark matter, taking
into account the main decay channels, both spontaneous and stimulated, and estimate a bound on the
coupling constant based on parametric decay. In section 4 we use the CMB to constrain our model, we
consider that the photons produced from the decay γ′ → φ+γ or those evaporated by the annihilation
γ′+ γ → φ could distort the blackbody spectrum. In section 5 we use constraints on an excess energy
loss in the sun and in horizontal branch stars to obtain limits on the couplings.
In section 6 we look into laboratory bounds for our model, analyzing the conversion probability
of photons into axions, by interacting with a hidden-photon DM background. We set constraints
using light-shining-through-walls (LSW) results. We also very briefly discuss optical effects, such
as birefringence and dichroism. At the end of section 6 we then also combine the flux from the
sun with the conversion probability of LSW setups to obtain limits via helioscopes and space X-ray
observations3. Fig. 1 and 2 summarize all these results. Finally, section 7 contains a brief summary
and conclusions.
2 The model
As discussed in the introduction, we would like to study a model of axion-like particles coupled to
hidden photons. Such a model combines two of the most popular models for very light particles.
As already mentioned aspects of the phenomenology of such a system have already been studied
in [13, 14, 36, 39, 42, 52]. Interesting theoretical motivation can be found, for example, in [53] where
they show it is possible to account for such a coupling to the axion without spoiling the solution of
the strong CP problem.
Following the motivation laid out in the introduction we are specifically interested in a situation
where the dark matter interacts with the Standard Model particles only under involvement of an
additional particle. Therefore we 1) Need either the axion-like particle or the hidden photon to be the
dark matter 2) We need to restrict the interactions such that any interaction with Standard Model
particles requires the involvement of more than one dark sector particle.
For 1) We choose the dark matter to dominantly consist of hidden photons. This choice can be
motivated from a possible production via the misalignment mechanism [4, 5, 10], (resonant) decays
of a precursor field [13–16], quantum fluctuations grown during inflation [6, 10–12] or the decay of
topological defects [26]. Ultimately this is, however, a choice we make. The alternative case of the
ALPs being the dominant form of dark matter is left for future work.
3We thank Gonzalo Alonso- A´lvarez for pointing out this process, see also footnote 12.
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Figure 1: Summary of the parameter space for the axion-like particle–hidden photon (ALP–HP) coupling as a function
of the HP mass as analysed in this work for massless ALPs. Above the black dashed line the dark matter decays via a
parametric resonance into a photon and an ALP (cf. Sect. 3). The orange region labeled τ < 1017 s is ruled out from the
spontaneous decay γ′ → γ+φ, discussed in Sect. 3. The purple region labeled ”CMB” is excluded by limits on the CMB
distortions that would be induced by decay/evaporation of the DM caused by CMB photons, as discussed in Sect. 4.
The blue regions labeled ”Solar” and ”HB stars” are derived from the extra energy loss in these objects, see Sect. 5.
The brown regions labeled ”ALPS-I” [48] and “ALPS-II” [29, 49] are from the light-shining-through-walls experiments
discussed in Sect. 6. The red region corresponds to the limits from CAST helioscope [50] and the projection for IAXO [51]
(Sect. 6). Finally, the green region and lines depict the results from X-ray observations of the sun, discussed at the end
of Sect. 6. We note that all limits except for the Solar and HB stars constraint are based on the assumption that HPs
are the DM. We have chosen to show the case where the DM polarisation is randomly oriented in space and we only
show regions where the coherence is not lost due to the effects of structure formation (cf. Appendix D).
Requirement 2), needs us to restrict the possible interaction terms. In particular the most general
system of interactions of HPs includes a kinetic mixing term with the ordinary photon,
L ⊃ −1
2
χF ′µνF
µν . (1)
This term does not involve the ALP field and we therefore want to prevent it. To remedy this we
impose an unbroken Z2 symmetry,
A
′
µ → −A
′
µ (2)
φ → −φ
SM → SM.
Where Aµ and φ are the HP and ALP field, respectively, and SM indicates any Standard Model
particle.
The Lagrangian invariant under the Z2 symmetry and taking into account operators of at most
mass dimension 5, then reads,
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν − 1
4
F ′µνF
′µν +
m2γ′
2
A′µA
′µ +
1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ− m
2
φ
2
φ2 +
gφγγ′
2
φFµνF˜
′µν . (3)
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Figure 2: Summary of the parameter space for the axion-like particle–hidden photon (ALP–HP) coupling as a function
of the HP mass as analysed in this work for a mass of the ALP of mφ = 10mγ′ , so the DM is stable. All other choices
about the considered scenario as well as the colours for the different bounds are the same as in Fig. 1.
As we can read off, the only interaction between the new fields and the SM photon involves both the
ALP and the HP.
In principle we could also include a Higgs-portal term for φ. However, if we take φ to be a pseudo-
Goldstone boson this is likely to be suppressed by the corresponding shift symmetry. Furthermore,
it would mostly modify the interactions of φ and not that of our dark matter particle A′. Finally,
we also note that such symmetric Higgs portal couplings are generally not very well constrained (cf.,
e.g., [54] for the standard constraint due to invisible Higgs decays valid at low masses and [55] for a
somewhat better constraint from supernova cooling4) . Much stronger constraints arise if the ALPs
were the DM [55,60]. In any case, in the following we will not consider a Higgs portal coupling.
For convenience let us provide the relevant equations of motion for the system in the hidden photon
background. In the following sections and in the appendices (where more details can be found) we
then solve them for various situations and boundary conditions. To simplify the equations of motion,
we use that the Lorenz condition on the hidden photon background is a consequence of the equations
of motion. We therefore have, ∂tA
′
0 = −∇·A′. Consequently, the A′0 part is suppressed by the hidden
photon velocity and we will neglect it in the following. For the ordinary photon field we use5 Lorenz
gauge ∂µA
µ = 0 as well as A0 = 0.
In the situations we are studying we will use the dark matter hidden photon field as a background
and do not explicitly treat backreactions on it.
Allowing for a hidden photon dark matter background and linearising the equations by assuming
terms such as ∝ φA′, φA are small we then obtain relatively simple equations for the photon and the
4See [56–59] for a discussion of even weaker constraints at masses above mh/2.
5Here it is really a choice.
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ALP field, (
∂2t −∇2
)
A = −gφγγ′∇φ×E′dm (4)(
∂2t −∇2 +m2φ
)
φ = −gφγγ′ E′dm ·B, (5)
where E′dm denotes the hidden electric field of the hidden photon dark matter. At our level of approx-
imation the dark matter hidden photon field obeys
(
+m2γ′
)
A′dm = 0 and it is related to the local
dark matter density via [5, 61],
|E′dm| = |∂tA′dm| = mγ′ |A′dm| =
√
2ρCDM = 3× 103 V
m
(
ρCDM
300 MeV/cm3
)1/2
. (6)
As we can see from the equations of motion the background of HP-DM leads to an interaction
between axions and photons. For a fixed direction of the HP field in space, it is the component of the
photon perpendicular to the DM-electric field that mixes with the axion, with an effective strength
given by gφγγ′ sin θ, where θ is the angle between the dark matter polarisation and the direction
of propagation of the incoming photon (see Appendix A for details). At this point, it is therefore
important to briefly comment on the HP polarisation. At present it is not known whether the dark
matter condensate has a specific polarisation in space or is randomly oriented (see also [5]). Therefore,
for now we will assume the hidden dark matter electric field can be written as E′dm = E
′
0 cos(mγ′t)εˆdm,
where the energy of the DM particles ismγ′+O(mγ′v2). When needed for the bounds from observations
and experiments, we will comment on how to treat the DM polarisation.
Another, perhaps even more important aspect is the question of coherence. Above we have ap-
proximated the HP DM field as constant in space. This is equivalent to assuming that the dark matter
is at rest (in the chosen frame). While DM particles are generally slow, over longer length scales their
velocity (spread) cannot be neglected as it leads to a loss of coherence. At this point we expect that
our constant field approximation breaks down. The size of density and velocity fluctuations changes
during the evolution of the Universe and therefore so will the coherence length. We discuss this in
more detail in Appendix D. Moreover, the DM velocity also depends on the production mechanism.
In the case of pure misalignment production [4,5,10] with a field homogenized by inflation the initial
velocities are negligible. However, if dark matter is produced from fluctuations or decays [6,10–16,26],
the velocity spread in the early Universe may be significantly larger than that imposed from structure
formation. This weakens the cosmological limits discussed in Sect. 3 and 4. Those should therefore
be considered to be strictly valid only in the case of a sufficiently homogeneous/cold production such
as from the misalignment mechanism. For other production mechanisms they have to be studied on a
case by case basis. Appendix D.3 gives some estimates relevant to these situations. In the following,
unless stated otherwise, we assume that the velocities imprinted during production are negligible.
More details on the requirements on the coherence in a given experimental or observational setting
are discussed in context in the respective sections.
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3 Stability of the Dark Matter
One of the primary tests that any dark matter candidate must pass is that it sufficiently long-lived.
In our model we have two distinct regimes,
1) mγ′ ≤ mφ ⇒ γ′ is stable
2) mγ′ > mφ ⇒ γ′ can decay but may be long − lived.
(7)
The first case is simple, as the stability is ensured by the unbroken Z2 symmetry of our model under
which the hidden photon is the lightest charged particle6.
Let us therefore turn to the second possibility of Eq. (7). To study the stability of the homogeneous,
oscillating field we start by solving the equations of motion (4) from the previous section in the rotating
wave approximation7 (cf., e.g. [63]). We will then find the number of photons and axions produced
through the process γ′ → φ + γ, both in the case of (Bose-enhanced) spontaneous decay and in the
presence of a photon background (e.g. the CMB) that can help trigger the process. In particular we
will show that in certain regions of parameter space the number density of produced photons features
parametric enhancement8. Finally, we will apply the results to the decay of the dark matter in the
early universe and to the CMB spectrum (cf. Sect. 4) to get the allowed parameter space for gφγγ′
9.
A detailed analysis of the solution of the system of equations can be found in Appendices A and
B, so here we only highlight the results. Our starting point is to consider A and φ as quantum fields,
with energies given by ω(k) = |k| = k, and ωφ =
√
k2φ +m
2
φ, respectively. Therefore, the energy and
momentum conservation of the process γ′ → γ + φ (both stimulated and spontaneous) can be written
as
(k) = m′γ′ − ω − ωφ ≈ 0 (8)
kφ + k ≈ 0 (9)
where the process is at resonance when → 0. In the case of the stimulated decay, the momentum k
is the same as the incoming photon. It can be readily seen that the process can enter resonance when
k =
m2γ′ −m2φ
2mγ′
, (10)
thus, in order for it to happen, the hidden photon has to be heavier than the axion, as expected.
We will consider the initial state as containing a phase space distribution fγ,k(0) for photons and
fφ,k(0) for axions, thus, the number density of photons produced by the decay process is found to be
(see Appendix B)
nγ(t) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
(
fγ,k(0)
(
cosh(skt)
2 +
2k
4s2k
sinh(skt)
2
)
+ fφ,−k(0)
Ω2k
s2k
sinh(skt)
2 +
Ω2k
s2k
sinh(skt)
2
)
.
(11)
6In principle one could imagine that due to the relatively high occupation numbers of our light dark matter bosons
processes with more than one γ′ may be possible. However, this is a relatively small effect as it involves higher powers
of the small coupling.
7For our purposes this is essentially equivalent to using a comparison with the Mathieu equation as was done in [62]
8See [64–69] for original discussions of parametric resonance, mostly in the context of (p)reheating.
9Besides finding the allowed parameter space for the dark matter, the (stimulated) decay of light dark matter has
also been exploited to envisage new detection proposals, for instance in [70,71].
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Here, we have defined, η ≡ gφγγ′E
′
0
4
, Ωk = η sin θ
√
k
ωφ
and sk =
√
Ω2k − (k)2/4 and we recall that θ is
the angle between the photon propagation and that of the hidden photon background polarisation. We
note that as long as sk remains a positive real number, the amount of photons and axions produced
in the process is parametrically amplified, i.e. it grows exponentially (see [62, 72–79] for detailed
discussions in the regular ALP dark matter case). For this to be the case, the condition −2Ωk <
(k) < 2Ωk has to be fulfilled.
The first and second terms quantify photon emission due to stimulated hidden photon decay
triggered by an initial occupancy of photons and axions, respectively, while the third term corresponds
to photons coming from the spontaneous Bose-enhanced decay.
We now put all the previous machinery to work. We look into the spontaneous decay of the
condensate and, as an important source of stimulated decay, we will consider the thermal photon
background from the early universe.
3.1 Spontaneous decay
If mγ′ > mφ the relevant decay process is γ
′ → φ + γ. The corresponding spontaneous decay rate is
given by,
τ =
1
Γγ′→φγ
=
96pi
g2φγγ′m
3
γ′
(
1− m
2
φ
m2γ′
)−3
≈ 2× 1017 s
(
gφγγ′
10−6 GeV−1
)−2 (mγ′
1 eV
)−3
. (12)
In the last step we have assumed mγ′/mφ  1. In Fig. 1 we show the corresponding constraint for
the case mφ = 0 as the orange region.
3.2 Stimulated and enhanced spontaneous decay
At lower masses a stronger constraint can be obtained if it is asked that the Bose condensate does
not enter a regime of parametrically enhanced spontaneous or stimulated decay, as analyzed in detail
in [62] (see [1, 2] for the discussion in the context of the original QCD axion).
While we mostly consider a thermal background as a source of photons for stimulation, our treat-
ment makes explicit the quantum 1/2 contribution to the occupation number. Therefore, we auto-
matically include also the part of the resonant growth that arises from the vacuum fluctuations.
Let us start by writing down Eq. (11) in terms of the thermal phase space distribution
fk ≡ fγ,k(0) = 1
ek/T − 1 . (13)
Since we are interested only in the parametric resonance regime, where skt 1, we can approximate
nγ(t) ' 1
2
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
Ω2k
s2k
(
fk +
1
2
)
e2skt. (14)
As already mentioned the extra 1/2 accounts for the vacuum contribution.
In order to gain more insight into the final result, we will assume mφ  mγ′ , thus simplifying
the expressions Ωk ' η sin θ and (k) ' mγ′ − 2k. Since we are summing over all possible directions
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Figure 3: Region where the HP decays to photons and (massless) ALPs due to a parametric resonance, including the
effects of the photon plasma mass (we use the values obtained in [62] which follows the calculations of [80–84]). We also
show only the region where the unavoidable loss of coherence is small (see Appendix D).
of propagation of the photons, we will assume, without loss of generality, that εˆdm points in the zˆ
direction. Thus, Eq. (14) can be written as
nγ(t) =
1
8pi2
∫ ∫
dk dθ k2 sin3 θ η2
(
fk +
1
2
)
e2t
√
η2 sin2 θ−2/4
η2 sin2 θ − 2/4 . (15)
To obtain a simple analytical expression we use a saddle point approximation focusing on the dominant
growth,
nγ(t) =
m2γ′η
16pi
e2ηt
2ηt
(
fmγ′/2 +
1
2
)
. (16)
Here, fmγ′/2 denotes the initial occupation number of photons at energy k ' mγ′/2. Moreover, the
dependence on the DM polarisation drops out due to the isotropy of the thermal background.
Following the discussion in [62] (see also [1,2]) we can now include the effects of expansion. As the
universe expands, a photon of frequency ω = k, satisfying the resonance condition will be red-shifted,
moving it out of the parametric resonance window. At this point that photon will stop stimulating the
decay. After a time δt, the variation in frequency is δk = mγ′Hδt/2, where H is the Hubble parameter.
On the other hand, to be in resonance, the maximum value that δk can take is 2η, otherwise we would
be out of the parametric resonance window. So, in order to obtain the total growth Eq. (16) must be
evaluated at the time
δt =
4η
mγ′H
. (17)
The amplitude of the HP field is related to the dark matter energy density ρdm by E
′
0 =
√
2ρdm.
With this the exponent in (16) is 2ηδt = g2φγγ′ρdm/(mγ′H). When the universe is dominated by
radiation this exponent decreases as ∼ 1/√t while for matter domination it drops like ∼ 1/t, therefore
the parametric resonance is more effective at earlier times. We may also use the approximation
fmγ′/2 ' 2T/mγ′ . The stability condition is that the photon energy density ργ = mγ′nγ′/2 must
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remain smaller than ρdm. This leads to
g2φγγ′ <
mγ′H
ρdm
ln
 64piρdm√
2Hm5γ′T
 . (18)
This condition must be fulfilled at every cosmological epoch. Nevertheless, since the exponentials are
more effective at earlier times, earlier epochs provide the strongest constraints. That said, we have
to be careful that mγ′ remains bigger than the plasma mass mγ [1,2,62]. Fig. 3 shows the parameter
space where the HP dark matter is unstable. For each hidden photon mass, condition (18) is evaluated
at a cosmological time just after mγ = mγ′ .
To conclude this section let us discuss the issue of coherence and comment on its effects. A
condition for the validity of the constant field approximation is that all the photons produced by the
parametric resonance are coherent over the space-time region when the resonance is active. Expressed
in momentum space this leads us to require that the width of the resonance is greater than the
momentum spread of the hidden photons,
∆kres & ∆kcoh. (19)
Using that ∆kres ∼ η and the expression, Eq. (111), for the coherence scale in the early Universe we
have,
η &
√
Hmγ′δ. (20)
This can now be compared to the requirement that the red-shift does not destroy the coherence and
allows for sufficient growth, Eq. (18),
η &
√
Hmγ′
ln
 64piρdm√
2Hm5γ′T
1/2 &√Hmγ′ . (21)
The latter is the stronger condition as long as δ . 1. As discussed in Appendix D this is fulfilled
for red-shifts z & 75. Restricting us to this region of linear structure formation reduces the excluded
region to slightly larger masses (cf. Fig. 3). A comparison to other constraints is shown in Fig. 1.
4 Bounds from CMB distortion
In this section we aim to put further constraints on gφγγ′ by looking into possible distortions of the
Cosmic Microwave Background due to processes like (1) γ′ → φ+γ (stimulated HP decay), for masses
m′γ′ > mφ, and from (2) γ
′ + γ → φ (photon-HP annihilation) in the opposite case mφ > m′γ′ .
Using a standard FRW metric gµν = diag(1,−R2,−R2,−R2) (for more details see Appendix C)
the photon and axion frequencies in an expanding universe are given by ωk = k/R and ωφ,k =√
k2/R2 +m2φ, respectively, where R is the scale factor and k a comoving wave number. As CMB
photons redshift they might eventually match the resonance conditions ωk = (m
2
γ′ −m2φ)/(2mγ′) for
(1) or ωk = (m
2
φ −m2γ′)/(2mγ′) for (2). Let’s choose t∗ as the instant when either of them is satisfied
for a single frequency and t0 the cosmological time today. Defining ω∗ = ωk(t∗) and using that in
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the matter dominated era the scale factor behaves as, R ∼ t2/3, the single frequency today that was
affected at time t∗ is
ω = ω∗
(
t∗
t0
)2/3
(22)
Before decoupling, CMB photons thermalize rather quickly. In order to be able to observe a distor-
tion in the CMB spectrum today we therefore assume that the effect takes place between decoupling
(td) and today. Using this, the range of the CMB spectrum that is modified is given by
ω∗
(
td
t0
)2/3
< ω < ω∗. (23)
In this range, the spectral photon energy density ργ,k is distorted by an amount δργ,k which is positive
for process (1) and negative for process (2). Assuming that CMB distortions are small, perturbation
theory should be enough. At lowest order, for each comoving wavenumber k, the space is filled by the
CMB photon vector field
Ak(t) = εˆkAk(t) = εˆkAk,∗
∫ t
t∗
dt′ cos(ωkt′) (24)
and the hidden photon background field
E′dm(t) = εˆdmE
′
0,∗
(
R(t∗)
R(t)
)1/2
cos
(
mγ′(t− t∗)
)
. (25)
Here Ak,∗ = Ak(t∗) and E′0,∗ = E′0(t∗). At first order, they play the role of sources for the axion field
φk. The spectral energy density for the axion field at arbitrary time t is calculated in Appendix C. It
is given by
ρφ,k(t) ∼ 1
6
g2φγγ′ωk(t)
2ωφ,k(t)
|Ik(t)|2
R(t)
, (26)
where
Ik(t) =
∫ t
ti
dt′
E′0(t′)Ak(t′)√
R(t′)3ωφ,k(t′)
e−i
∫ t′
t∗ dt
′′ωφ,k(t′′). (27)
The number density of axions is the same as the number density of new photons from process (1)
and also the same as the number density of eliminated photons in process (2). The correction of the
photon energy density therefore is,
δργ,k = ± ωk
ωφ,k
ρφ,k (28)
where “+” stands for hidden photon decay and “−” for photon-hidden photon annihilation. The
redshift causes the duration of the resonance to be much smaller than cosmological times. Therefore
we can use,
R(t) ' R(t∗) + R˙(t∗)(t− t∗) = R∗ (1 +H∗(t− t∗)) . (29)
We also have
ωk ' ω∗ (1−H∗(t− t∗)) (30)
and
ωφ,k ' ωφ,∗ − ω
2∗
ωφ,∗
H∗(t− t∗) (31)
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where ωφ,∗ = ωφ,k(t∗). In this approximation, E′dm and Ak can be appropriately written as
E′dm(t) ' E′0,∗ cos
(
mγ′(t− t∗)
)
(32)
Ak(t) ' Ak,∗ cos
(
ω∗(t− t∗)− ω∗H∗(t− t∗)2/2
)
. (33)
Plugging (32) and (33) into (27) and neglecting small contributions we get
I±k '
E′0,∗Ak,∗
4
√
R3∗ωφ,∗
∫ ∞
−∞
dξ e
±imγ′H∗ ω∗ωφ,∗ ξ
2/2
' E
′
0,∗Ak,∗
4
√
R3∗ωφ,∗
√
± 2pi
imγ′H∗
ωφ,∗
ω∗
. (34)
Notice that this result holds for times after any of the resonances occurred. Thus, the spectral axion
energy density just after the resonances is
ρφ,k =
pi
48
g2φγγ′ω∗ωφ,∗
R4∗mγ′H∗
E′20,∗A
2
k,∗. (35)
The dark matter amplitude is related with the dark matter energy density ρdm by
E′20 ∼ 2R2ρdm (36)
while A2k is related with the CMB energy density per co-moving wave vector by
A2k ∼
2R2
ω2k
ρk. (37)
The correction (28) in the photon spectral density is simply
δρφ,k = ± pi
12
g2φγγ′ρdm,∗
mγ′H∗
ρk. (38)
Now, taking into account the facts that ρdm,∗ = ρdm,0(t0/t∗)2 and H∗ = 2/(3t∗), the distortions to
the CMB spectrum today can be written as
δω =
δρk,0
ρk,0
= ±pi
8
g2φγγ′ρdm,0 t0
mγ′χ
3/2
ω
(39)
where we have defined χω = ω/ω∗. The accuracy of FIRAS [85] measurements are of the order of
δω ∼ 10−4. We can estimate constraints of our model doing δω < 10−4. Using ρdm,0 ∼ 1keV/cm3 and
t0 ∼ 14× 109yr we find
gφγγ′ < 7.04× 10−7GeV−1χ3/4ω
( mγ′
10−5eV
)1/2
(40)
where χω ranges between (td/t0)
2/3 ∼ 10−3 and 1. The frequency range of the FIRAS measurements
is 2.84 × 10−4eV < ω < 2.65 × 10−3eV with a peak at ωpeak = 6.63 × 10−4eV. The spectral energy
density of the CMB can be written as
ρ0(x) =
T 3
pi2
x3
ex − 1 (41)
where x = ω/T , being T the temperature. The peak is found for x = xpeak = 3 + W (−3e−3),
where W (x) is the Lambert W function. We can see that the CMB temperature is determined by
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Figure 4: Limits on the HP-ALP-photon coupling arising from avoiding measurable distortions to the CMB. The two
separate regions (for mφ = 10
−4 eV as well as mφ = 10−2 eV) correspond to the CMB photon induced evaporation into
ALPs (γ′ + γ → φ) (left part) and the CMB photon stimulated decay γ′ → γ + φ (right part). In the first case we have
a noticeable depletion of CMB photons, in the second we have an increase. We have evaluated the constraints only in
the region z & 75 where the coherence loss from structure formation can be neglected.
the maximum in the spectral energy density. To estimate constraints we will evaluate Eq. (40) at
ω = ωpeak. The ranges for the hidden photon mass that are affected are given by (23), we notice that
for mγ′ > mφ √
ω2peak +m
2
φ + ωpeak < mγ′ <
√
ξ2ω2peak +m
2
φ + ξωpeak (42)
where ξ = (t0/td)
2/3, and√
ξ2ω2peak +m
2
φ − ξωpeak < mγ′ <
√
ω2peak +m
2
φ − ωpeak (43)
for mγ′ < mφ. Fig. 4 shows the excluded parameters space for CMB distorsions. We use formula (40)
for three different values of mφ (10
−4, 10−2 and 10eV) and evaluate it in the ranges (42) and (43).
As before let us conclude this section by discussing the issue of coherence. As long as structures
can be described by linear perturbation theory we have,
∆kcoh ∼
√
Hmγ′δ. (44)
Again this has to be compared with the conditions arising from red-shifting out of the resonance
condition. These read,
∆kres ∼
√
Hmγ′ for mγ′ > mφ (45)
∆kres ∼
√
H
m2φ
mγ′
>
√
Hmγ′ for mγ′ < mφ.
As long as δ . 1 and linear perturbation theory is valid, the effect of coherence is small compared to
the width of the resonance. We therefore again limit ourselves to the region with red-shifts z & 75
where linear perturbation theory can be applied. This is shown in Fig. 4 and similarly in Figs. 1 and 2.
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5 Stellar bounds
5.1 Solar luminosity
Given its proximity, the sun is the best studied and understood of all stars. Unlike other stars, of which
we can measure, among others, with different degrees of certainty their mass and metallicity, in the
sun we can also add information from neutrino fluxes and helioseismology, achieving a well-established
Standard Solar Model [86]. Due to this deep understanding, any deviation from new physics is strictly
constrained, making it a powerful tool to test new physics. In particular the energy loss argument
has been invoked to study novel weakly interacting particles such as axions [87–90], neutrinos [91]
and hidden-photon models [92, 93]. For any normal star, a new energy loss channel will perturb
the stellar object, enforcing it to become more compact, luminous and hotter than the unperturbed
configuration [94]. As a consequence, the nuclear reaction rate increases, eventually modifying its
lifetime. A first conservative estimate for the sun was Lx < L
std [95]. Later, this was refined to [89]
Lx < 0.1L
std. (46)
Here, the exotic luminosity Lx, i.e. the total energy emitted per unit time by non-SM processes, is
defined by the relation
Lx =
∫
Vsun
dV Qx, (47)
where Qx is the energy loss rate per volume. It is given by an integral over momentum q,
Qx = gd
∫
d3q
(2pi)3
Γx ω(q)
eω(q)/T − 1 , (48)
where gd is the number of degree of freedom and Γx is the decay rate of the process under consideration.
This is the elementary object to constrain new physics when we invoke the energy loss argument.
For our model, we will focus on the anomalous solar luminosity given by the vertex in the La-
grangian (3). This yields a transverse plasmon decay into a hidden-photon and an axion in a plasma,
as shown in Fig. 5. (Indeed, the possibility to limit the gaγγ′ coupling using this process has been
noted in [39] but no detailed analysis was performed.)
Let us now go through the main steps. If the combined mass of HP and ALP is much smaller than
the plasma frequency in the sun, ωpl, (massless case), the decay rate is given by
10
Γ(γ∗ → γ′φ) = g
2
φγγ′
64pi
ω4pl
ω
. (49)
Here, the plasma frequency is defined as ω2pl = 4piαne/me. ne is the electronic density and me the
electron mass. Inserting this into Eq. (48) we find,
Qγ′φ =
g2φγγ′
32pi3
ζ(3) ω4pl T
3. (50)
The total energy emitted by this process per unit time is obtained by integrating the energy loss rate
Q over the solar volume. Using the data from the Standard Solar Model BS05OP of [96], we find the
10In Appendix E we compute in detail the interaction rate both for the massless and the massive cases.
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Figure 5: Plasmon decay into a hidden photon and axion.
anomalous luminosity to be
Lγ′φ = g
2
10 2.76× 10−8 L, (51)
where g10 = gφγγ′ × 1010GeV. We have already pointed out in Eq. (46) that any exotic energy loss
cannot exceed a roughly 10% fraction of the ordinary solar luminosity. Using this leads to the bound
for the coupling
gφγγ′ < 2× 10−7 GeV−1. (52)
If the mass of the axion and hidden photon are non negligible compared to the plasma mass, (ωpl ≈
0.3 keV in the solar centre), we need to include their effects. The relevant equations are given in
Appendix E, and in particular Eq. (129). By following the same steps outlined for the massless case,
we obtain Fig. 6, where we show the result for several axion masses. As expected, the emission is
more efficient for nearly massless particles. As any of the masses (or the sum of the both) gets closer
to ωpl, the bound gets weaker.
5.2 Horizontal branch stars
In the previous section we have studied the energy loss in the sun through the new channel opened
by the effective vertex gφγγ′ , and taken advantage of the knowledge about its structure to impose a
stringent bound on the model. However, the sun is cooler and less dense than other astrophysical
objects. Therefore, other populations such as horizontal branch stars promise improved limits despite
the fact that our understanding of them is less developed. The impact of an exotic energy loss channel
modifies their inside structure reducing their lifetime. This then changes the time the stars spend in
the horizontal branch stage of globular clusters.
Following the analysis strategy of [80] we approximate the energy loss rate via the plasmon decay
γ∗ → γ′ + φ as,
εγ′φ =
Qγ′φ
ρ
∼ g2φγγ′
ρ Y 2e T
3
m2um
2
e
. (53)
Here, mu is the atomic mass unit, ρ is the density per unit of mass in the star and Ye is the electron
number per baryon. For simplicity we have also assumed massless axions and hidden photons.
According to the standard model of the sun, at the solar center ρ ∼ 153 g cm−3, Ye ∼ 0.8
and T ∼ 1.3 keV, we find εγ′φ ≈ 10−7 erg s−1 g−1, for g10 = 1 [96]. Compared to the sun, stars
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Figure 6: Bounds on gφγγ′ from solar lifetime (in blue) and from Horizontal Branch stars (yellow) as a function of the
dark matter mass, mγ′ . The higher density and temperature in the HB stage of a globular cluster provides a much
stronger constraint than the solar lifetime. The effect of the axion mass is only noticeable when is comparable to ωpl.
For the sun ωpl ∼ 0.3 keV, while for the HB the plasma mass is around ωpl ∼ 2 keV.
in the Horizontal Branch (HB) stage can reach significantly higher densities and temperatures [97].
Therefore, the plasmon decay that is possible in our model is more effective. Representative input
parameter for this stage are [80]: ρ ∼ 104 g cm−3, Ye ∼ 0.5, T ∼ 108 K, with these values one gets
εγ′φ ≈ 10−1 erg s−1 g−1 for g10 = 1, thus a much tighter constraint on gφγγ′ is expected.
The compatibility between numerical simulations and statistical observational measurements deter-
mine that any contribution to the energy loss rate from an additional channel is limited to be [80,92,95]
εx < 10 erg s
−1 g−1 . (54)
Analogously to the sun’s case, we deal with a classical astrophysical plasma because, even if the
densities and temperatures increase compared to the solar model, they are not high enough to change
the qualitative physical characteristics. Under these considerations, we evaluate Eq. (53) for the
plasmon decay γ∗ → γ′ + φ to get a bound on gφγγ′ from the lifetime of stars on the Horizontal
Branch, for massless axions and hidden photons. Taking the values given above we obtain,
gφγγ′ < 5.0× 10−9GeV−1. (55)
As in the solar case, the limit weakens as the sum of the masses, mφ + mγ′ , approaches the plasma
frequency (ωpl ∼ 2 keV in this case). By using the massive decay rate of the process, Eq. (129), we
have produced Fig. 6 showing the changes in the bound in the case the mass of the particles becomes
relevant. As the plasma mass is much higher than in the solar case, the bound extends to significantly
higher masses.
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6 Laboratory searches and helioscopes
The controlled environment of laboratory experiments is very useful in avoiding astrophysical uncer-
tainties and model-dependencies (cf., e.g. [98–102]). Also, they could, in principle, provide certain
flexibility in the setup, in case new interesting features emerge. They could then help us to distinguish
among different beyond the Standard Model scenarios.
As a concrete step into testing our model in this section we therefore make use of the latest
results of the ALPS [48] light-shining-through-wall (LSW) experiment [32, 103–105] as well as the
helioscopes [106] CAST [50] and IAXO [51]. We also comment on the effects in optical polarisation
experiments. Thanks to the hidden photon DM background, oscillations of photons into ALPs and
vice versa can happen even in vacuum. We therefore also consider the possibility that ALPs, produced
in the sun can convert into X-ray photons on their way from the sun.
Before starting on the details let us make a couple of important remarks. As already alluded to,
the conversion of ALPs into photons in LSW experiments and helioscopes happens in our scenario
only due to the presence of a DM background of HPs11. Therefore, in both setups sensitivity to our
model is based on the assumption that HPs constitute (all of) the DM and also require that the dark
matter survives until today. Vice versa a positive signal would constitute a direct detection of DM.
On the other hand we, again, have to discuss the issue of coherence because the dark matter
has a non-vanishing velocity dispersion. For the pure laboratory experiments (LSW and optical
experiments) discussed below the dark matter assumption is needed in the whole process. Coherence
is therefore required over the size of the experimental apparatus. For the helioscope-type experiments
and observations relying on the production in the sun this assumption is only made for the conversion
of the new particles into detectable photons, whereas the production inside the sun is independent
of this assumption. Therefore, the coherence requirements only apply for the region in which the
conversion into photons takes place. In any case the experiments are located inside the galaxy. The
velocity distribution here is dominated by the effects of structure formation and relatively independent
of the initial velocities, therefore the resulting limits are also robust with respect to the production
process. As briefly discussed at the end of Appendix D this yields a coherence length,
Lcoh ∼ 103 1
mγ′
. (56)
In the following we apply our limits only in the range of HP masses where Lcoh & Lexperiment.
6.1 Light Shining Through Walls experiments
Before going into a proper LSW setup, let us very quickly compute the probability of a photon
of energy ω, converting into an axion from the process γ + γ′ → φ by using the rotating wave
approximation worked out in Appendix A.1. The spirit of this approach is to reduce the system of
equations of motion into a first order ones, by keeping only the resonant terms for certain process,
whereas the rest gets averaged away. In the case discussed above the resonance of the process occurs
when ∆γφ = mγ′ + ω − ωφ ≈ 0. By keeping only this term in Eqs. (77), (78) and solving for the
11Indeed the conversion is independent of the employed magnetic field.
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photon and axion operators we find their evolution in time and consequently over the length of the
experiment. Accordingly, if we initially have a photon state, the probability that will convert into an
axion state is given by
Pγφ(L) =
Ω2k
s2k
sin2(skL), (57)
with Ωk = gφγγ′ sin θ
√
ω
ωφ
and sk =
√
Ω2k + ∆
2
γφ/4. In the resonant limit, sk → |Ωk|, and the
probability of conversion is maximal, Pγφ ≈ sin2(skL). For small skL, it is found
Pγφ(L) ≈
g2φγγ′ sin
2 θ E
′ 2
0
4
ω√
ω2 +m2φ
L2. (58)
This result is essentially the same as in the zero mass limit of the usual photon-axion oscillations,
replacing gφγγBext → gφγγ′ sin θE′0.
However, using this approach to compute the oscillation probability in an LSW setup may miss a
lot of rich phenomenology, because it could be that more than one kind of process takes place inside
the two cavities of the experiment. To get a full picture, we have solved the second order equations
of motion in a perturbative way, and found the probability to observe a photon in the regeneration
cavity for a LSW setup. The details, together with the full expression for the probability can be found
in Appendix F. We have used the data of the experiment ALPS I [48] to constrain gφγγ′ as a function
of the HP mass, as shown in Fig. 7.
Similar to [5] we consider two different alternatives for the polarisation angle sin θ appearing in the
effective coupling. The first one, is to assume that the DM polarisation is randomly oriented in space.
In this case 〈sin4 θ〉 = 8/15. Another, more pessimistic scenario, would be to consider the DM points
in a particular direction in space, in this case we can obtain a conservative estimate by assuming that
the true value θ is the highest among the 5 % less likely angles, in that case sin4 θ ∼ 10−2. To produce
Fig. 7, we have considered the DM as randomly oriented in space. We also indicate by an arrow the
region in which the coherence condition is fulfilled.
To get a better feeling of the different processes that can occur in the experiment, let us think of it
in the following way: when a photon of energy ω = k enters the first generation cavity, there are three
different processes that could be possible, depending on the dark matter mass, mγ′ and the energy of
the incoming photon, they are:
i) Photon-hidden photon annihilation γ + γ′ → φ : the process is favoured when the energy
conservation relation is fulfilled, ωφ = k + mγ′ and the momentum of the ALP produced is q+ =√
(k +mγ′)2 −m2φ. The momentum transfer is given by |k − q+| and it is optimized when near zero.
For a massless ALP, the momentum transfer is simply mγ′ . Thus the probability of photon-hidden
photon annihilation is expected to be highest for HP masses close to zero. This is shown as the blue
curve in Fig. 7. In contrast for a massive ALP, the momentum of the photon can be fully transferred
to the ALP, as long as mφ > mγ′ , and if the mass of the hidden photon satisfies
mγ′ =
m2φ
2k
. (59)
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Figure 7: Bound on gφγγ′ as a function of the dark matter mass, from the light-shining-through walls experiment, ALPS-
I [48]. The frequency of the incoming laser is ω = 2.33 eV, the length of the cavity is L = 4.3 m and we have use the
local dark matter density ρCDM = 300 MeV/cm
3 and that the DM is randomly oriented in space, i.e. 〈sin4 θ〉=8/15.
We also show the limits where the coherence length is lost due to the momentum dispersion of Hidden Photon DM. The
arrow indicates the parameter space where the approximation holds.
This enhancement can be seen as the first peak of the red curve of Fig. 7. On the other side if
mφ > mγ′ , it is not possible to have |k− q+| ∼ 0 for small HP masses, and we see that the sensitivity
is reduced in this range.
ii) Stimulated photon decay γ → γ′+φ : This process can be triggered when a photon of energy k
such that k  mγ′ ,mφ, is stimulated to decay into a HP and an ALP by the dark matter background.
The process will be favoured when the energy conservation relation is nearly fulfilled, ωφ = k −mγ′ ,
and the momentum of the ALP produced is q− =
√
(k −mγ′)2 −m2φ. In this case it is impossible to
attain obtain an exact momentum matching between the photon and the ALP. Therefore no resonances
are expected. Indeed the missing momentum must be obtained from the uncertainty in the photon
momentum, ∆k ∼ 1/L, due to its localization inside the cavity of length L. This is most effective
when the momentum mismatch is smallest, i.e. for small ALP and HP masses (much smaller than ω).
As with the annihilation, for a massless ALP, the momentum transfer is |k − q−| ∼ mγ′ . While the
momentum transfer for mφ > mγ′ is m
2
φ/2ω, thus, again this process contributes for the sensitivity of
the experiment to get worse when any of the WISP masses increases.
iii) Stimulated hidden photon decay γ′ → γ + φ : The process can be realized when an incident
photon stimulates the dark matter background to decay. For it to be effective, the energy relation
ωφ = m
′
γ′ − k has to be fulfilled. Therefore, it can only happen when the mass of the dark matter is
bigger than the frequency of the incoming photon (and mγ′ > mφ, of course). The ALP momentum
is again q− =
√
(mγ′ − k)2 −m2φ, thus the momentum transfer is |k − q−|, but since mγ′ > (k,mφ),
the process is suppressed for small HP masses. Nonetheless, a resonance can be found, since the
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2nd cavity
1st cavity
Aγφ SDγ SDγ′
Aφγ ω + 2mγ′ ω 2mγ′ − ω
SDφ ω ω − 2mγ′ -
SDγ′ - - ω
Table 1: Processes that can occur combined in an LSW-type experiment and the resulting energy of the regenerated
photon, ωR. SD is for stimulated decay, and A for annihilation.
momentum transfer can be fully achieved, |k − q−| ≈ 0, if mφ 6= 0, such that
k =
m2γ′ −m2φ
2mγ′
. (60)
From the processes described above, only some of them can contribute simultaneously. For in-
stance, let us assume there is first an annihilation of the incoming photon of frequency ω together
with a DM HP into an ALP (we will denote this process as Aγφ), mediated by the dark matter electric
field. The resulting ALP has a frequency ωφ = ω + mγ′ . In the second cavity, the ALP could be
stimulated to decay by the hidden photon background, into a hidden photon and a photon (we will
denote this process SDφ). The energy of the regenerated photon is therefore ωR = ω. The momentum
transfer of both processes is the same, and therefore, enhanced for small ALP and hidden photon
masses (compared to ω), with a resonance if mφ > mγ′ and mγ′ = m
2
φ/2ω. An interesting feature of
the model is that the regenerated photon can have a different frequency than ω. Therefore, a highly
tuned detector can miss some of the processes highlighted here.
In Tab. 1 we show a summary of the processes that are allowed to occur combined in a LSW setup
and the resulting energy of the regenerated photon, ωR.
6.2 Helioscopes
Having studied the emission of ALPs from the sun in the previous Sect. 5 and having obtained the
conversion probability of ALPs to photons in LSW in this section we are now ready to combine the
results to determine the sensitivity of helioscopes [106].
The flux of ALPs from plasmon decay inside the sun and arriving at Earth is given by,
d3NALP
dAdE dt
=
1
4pid2Earth
∫
Vsun
dV
8E2
pi2
Γx
e2E/T − 1 . (61)
Here, we have used the approximation that each ALP produced in a plasma decay has roughly half
the energy of the decaying plasmon (E = ω/2). Moreover, we have neglected the mass of the ALP
compared to the energy of the plasmon. In addition, we have also accounted for a factor of two for
the two transverse plasmon polarisations. Finally, we note that Γx is the plasmon decay rate in the
plasma frame, Eq. (129), i.e. this rate is suppressed by a factor ωpl/(2E) compared to that in the
plasmon rest frame.
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Figure 8: Bound on gφγγ′ as a function of the dark matter mass, from CAST [50]. We use dEarth = 1.5 × 108 km,
ρCDM = 0.3 GeV/cm
3 and that the axion-photon conversion takes place in a length L = 9.26 m. The dashed vertical line
indicates the region where the DM is coherent over the entire experiment.
This can now be combined with the probability for photon regeneration from an ALP in the HP
DM background,
Pφ→γ =
1
12
g2φγγ′ρCDML
2
(
Φ(β+L)
2 + Φ(β−L)2
)
, (62)
where Φ is a form factor function defined in Eq. (142) of Appendix F and β± = E−
√
E2 −m2φ±mγ′ .
Also we have assumed that the DM is randomly oriented in space resulting in 〈sin2 θ〉=2/3.
Fig. 8 gives the excluded parameter space imposed by CAST [50] for three different ALPs masses;
mφ = 0, 1 and 50eV. As before the region where the coherence criterion is satisfied is indicated by an
arrow.
The oscillations of the light blue region are a consequence of the form factor
sin(mγ′L/2)
mγ′L/2
in the
ALP-photon conversion probability. For massive ALPs this form factor is energy dependent and the
oscillations are washed out by the integration over different ALP energies. The bumps of the blue
and dark blue regions come from the resonant ALP-photon conversion when the process φ + γ′ → γ
is excited.
In Figs. 1 and 2 we show the results for CAST as a red line whereas the red dashed lines give the
projection for IAXO [51]. Let us also emphasize that this bound only holds under the assumption of
the existence of a consistent HP dark matter candidate. From Fig. 1, we see that in a big portion
of the parameter space where CAST and IAXO are sensitive, the HP is not stable. On the other
hand, for mφ > mγ′ , the bound fully applies, see Fig. 2, although it is not better than the energy loss
constraints.
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6.3 Constraints from solar X-ray observations12
In the helioscope bounds discussed above the field for the conversion of ALPs into detectable photons
is provided by the HP DM. No magnetic field is needed. Therefore, this conversion can also take place
for ALPs on their way from the Sun to Earth. This would lead to an X-ray flux arriving at Earth. This
can be measured with suitable rocket flights and satellites see, e.g. [107–109]. However, even without
ALPs and HPs the sun is emitting X-rays, e.g. from the solar Corona. This provides a background. As
a first conservative estimate we take the observed typical intensity currently measured by the GOES
satellite [109], of the order of 10−8 W/m2 in the energy range 1.57 − 12.6 keV, as an upper limit on
the exotic flux due to ALPs converted into X-ray photons. Taking the entire Sun-Earth distance we
find, in this range of energy, an intensity
Isun-earth ' 1.44× 10−14 W/m2
(
gφγγ′
10−10 GeV−1
)4
(63)
for HP masses of the order of 10−18 eV or less.
The X-ray flux from converted ALPs is expected to be relatively constant in time. We can
therefore also use flux observations made during particularly quiet periods of the sun, e.g. those
of SphinX [107]. Taking the energy range of 1.5-3 keV we have a flux background of the order of
7.10× 105 photons m−2 s−1. In this range of energy the flux provided by ALPs-photon conversion is
Φsun-earth ' 39.0 photons
m2 × s
(
gφγγ′
10−10 GeV−1
)4
(64)
To find constraints from SphinX as well as GOES observations, we impose that our signals must be
less than twice the corresponding backgrounds (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).
Another option would be to look with a satellite at the dark side of Earth, as suggested for standard
axions/ALPs in [110]. Within the energy range 2−10 keV and for masses smaller than 10−12 eV, solar
ALPs lead to an X-ray flux of the order of
Φdark side ' 3.61× 10−10 photons
m2 × s
(
gφγγ′
10−10 GeV−1
)4( h
600 km
)2
(65)
where h is distance to the detector from the earth surface. In Figs. 1 and 2 we show constraints on the
parameter space that could be achieved with suitable measurements. As a reference we take (twice)
the sensitivity of the RXTE satellite [111] that was 1.5×10−2 photons m−2 s−1 in the range 2−10 keV.
We note, however, that this would require taking data with a suitable orientation pointing the satellite
towards the Earth but also at the sun. We do not know whether such an aligned measurement has
been done and therefore this should be taken only as a sensitivity estimate.
6.4 Optical searches: birefringence and dichroism
Given that only the photon component parallel to kˆ× εˆdm converts into axions (see Appendix A), it is
expected that an incoming photon beam going through a region of HP-DM will experience a rotation
12We are deeply indebted to Gonzalo Alonso-A´lvarez for suggesting that this process could be interesting to look at.
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of the initial polarisation plane, and will acquire an extra phase after traveling a distance L from the
source. Therefore, experiments looking for birefringence and dichroism, such as PVLAS [112] can also
be sensitive to our model. In Appendix F we have computed, from the perturbative analysis of the
equations of motion, the corresponding changes in amplitude and phase of an incoming photon beam
due to their interaction with the HP background, Eqs. (154) and (153). Constraints from current
PVLAS data are weaker than the LSW constraints discussed in subsection 6.1.
7 Conclusions
In this paper we have entertained the possibility that very light dark matter particles interact not
directly but only under the inclusion of an additional light “messenger” with the Standard Model
(SM). Such a situation arises naturally if the dark matter particle carries a charge under which all
SM particles are neutral. While this situation is fairly standard for heavy, WIMP-like dark matter
particles it is much less explored for very light (possibly sub-eV) dark matter. The phenomenology of
such a dark matter is changed significantly. In particular direct detection becomes much harder.
As a concrete realization of this scenario we have considered a system of a hidden photon (HP)
and an axion-like particle (ALP), both carrying an unbroken Z2 charge. The dark matter (which we
choose to be made from hidden photons) can then only interact under involvement of the axion-like
particle. This leads to qualitative changes compared to the standard case of ALP or HP dark matter.
First of all, in the case that the ALP is heavier than the HP, the HP becomes stable13, alleviating
bounds from decay. If the ALP is lighter than the HP (resonant) decays of the dark matter HPs
become possible and provide relatively strong constraints (see Fig. 1) although they are not quite as
strong as the astrophysical limits and require a sufficiently cold production to ensure coherence. As
long as the mass of the ALP is not too large, astrophysical bounds from the energy loss of stars are
applicable and provide the best constraints (cf. Figs. 1 and 2).
Independent of the ALP mass, however, detection in the laboratory is now significantly more
challenging. In particular direct detection in experiments used for the detection of ALPs and HPs
coupled directly to photons, loose their main detection signal. As an alternative we have looked into
the example of light-shining-through-walls (LSW) experiments. In their case, conversion of photons
via magnetic fields and back also does not work, because the Standard Model photon can only interact
with an ALP and a HP simultaneously. However, in the presence of the HP dark matter background,
conversion of a photon into an ALP becomes possible due to the non-vanishing hidden electric field.
This process allows both LSW such as ALPS I and II [48,49] and in a similar manner also helisocopes
such as CAST and IAXO [50, 51] to not only become sensitive, but even turn into direct detection
experiments. However, in order to overcome the astrophysical and cosmological limits further im-
provements in sensitivity are needed. At small masses the best sensitivity is obtained from X-ray
observations of the sun [107–109]. As ALPs produced in the sun can be converted into photons in the
hidden photon dark matter background on their way to Earth, this effectively provides a helioscope
with gigantic base length. The sensitivity is, however, reduced by the fact that the sun also directly
13Pair annihilations into photons are in principle possible but are suppressed by a higher power of the coupling.
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emits X-rays. Reducing or better understanding this background may be a promising way forward.
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A Equations of motion
Our starting point are Eqs. (4) and (5):
A = −gφγγ′∇φ×E′dm, (66)
(+m2φ)φ = −gφγγ′E′dm ·B. (67)
Let us assume that the hidden photon vector is given by E′dm = E
′
0(t) εˆdm, and that the photon field
can be written in terms of 2 transverse polarisations
A(x, t) = A+(x, t) εˆ+ +A−(x, t) εˆ−. (68)
The direction of propagation of the photon field is k = k kˆ. In Fourier space the above equations of
motion look like
kA(k, t) · (kˆ × εˆdm) = −igφγγ′ k E′0(t)φ(k, t) ‖kˆ × εˆdm‖2 (69)(
k +m2φ
)
φ(k, t) = −igφγγ′E′0(t) k εˆdm ·
(
kˆ ×A(k, t)
)
. (70)
By using the vector identity A · (B×C) = C · (A×B), we get
kA(k, t) · (kˆ × εˆdm) = −igφγγ′ k E′0(t)φ(k, t) ‖kˆ × εˆdm‖2 (71)(
k +m2φ
)
φ(k, t) = igφγγ′E
′
0(t) kA(k, t) ·
(
kˆ × εˆdm
)
. (72)
Defining A(k, t) = A(k, t) · (kˆ × εˆdm)‖kˆ × εˆdm‖
, we finally find
kA(k, t) = −igφγγ′ sin θ k E′0(t)φ(k, t) (73)(
k +m2φ
)
φ(k, t) = igφγγ′ sin θ k E
′
0(t)A(k, t). (74)
Therefore, only the component of the photon field parallel to the vector kˆ× εˆdm couples to the hidden
photon dark matter background, with a strength gφγγ′ ‖kˆ × εˆdm‖ = gφγγ′ sin θ, where θ is the angle
between the direction of propagation of photons and the dark matter polarisation. In the case that the
dark matter points in random directions in space, it is necessary to take an average of this expression.
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A.1 Rotating wave approximation
We start by considering the quantum fields
φ(x, t) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
1√
2ωφ(k)
[
φk(t) e
i(k·x−ωφ(k)t) + φk(t)† e−i(k·x−ωφ(k)t)
]
, (75)
A(x, t) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
1√
2ω(k)
[
ak(t) e
i(k·x−ω(k)t) + ak(t)† e−i(k·x−ω(k)t)
]
, (76)
where ωφ(k) =
√
k2 +m2φ, ω(k) = k and k ≡ |k|. Moreover, we assume that the amplitudes ak(t)
and φk(t) are slowly varying functions of time. The creation and annihilation operators satisfy the
commutation relations
[
φk(t), φ
†
k′(t)
]
=
[
ak(t), a
†
k′(t)
]
= (2pi)3δ3(k−k′). Plugging (75) and (76) into
(4) and (5), we can make a further simplification by assuming a rotating wave approximation, i.e.
neglecting the fast oscillating terms.14 From there, we get the coupled system
∂tak = η sin θ
√
k
ωφ
(
φke
−i∆γφ(k)t + φke−i∆φγ(k)t + φ
†
−ke
−i(k)t
)
, (77)
∂tφk = −η sin θ
√
k
ωφ
(
ake
i∆γφ(k)t + ake
i∆φγ(k)t − a†−ke−i(k)t
)
. (78)
Where the same equations hold for the hermitean conjugate operators, changing k → −k. Also, we
have defined new parameters, such as η ≡ gφγγ′E
′
0
4
, and
∆γφ = ω +mγ′ − ωφ, ∆φγ = −ω +mγ′ + ωφ,  = −ω − ωφ +mγ′ . (79)
These coefficients account for energy conservation in different physical processes. For instance, ∆γφ(k)
and ∆φγ(k) account for the energy conservation of the annihilation processes γ+γ
′ → φ and φ+γ′ → γ,
respectively. Therefore, we expect that the main contribution to such a process happens when at
resonance, i.e. ∆γφ(k) → 0. Indeed, the term (k) accounts for the energy conservation of the dark
matter decay γ′ → γ + φ. Thus, when a certain process is at or near resonance, we keep only fast
oscillating exponentials. From there, the system of equations is quite easy to solve, and will have in
general the form
∂tak = Ωkφke
−i∆(k)t (80)
∂tφk = ±Ωkakei∆(k)t, (81)
where Ωk = η sin θ
√
k
ωφ
, and ∆ represents the energy conservation relation of the resonant process.
The spatial dependence is obtained from t→ L, where L is the length covered on an interval of time
t. The ± in front of Eq. (81) accounts for hyperbolic (+) or oscillatory solutions (−).
B Number density of photons and ALPs from DM decay
We want to compute the number of photons produced during the decay process γ′ → φ+ γ. We start
from Eqs. (77) and (78), and assume that we are close to resonance (k) → 0. We can then ignore
14This approximation is well known in quantum optics, see for instance [63].
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all quickly oscillating terms, as they will get averaged away. The relevant system to be solved for the
decay process is then
∂tak = η sin θ
√
k
ωφ
φ†−ke
−(k)t ≡ Ωkφ†−ke−i(k)t (82)
∂tφ
†
−k = η sin θ
√
k
ωφ
a−ke(k)t ≡ Ωkakei(k)t, (83)
with the solution
ak(t) = e
−i(k)t/2
[
ak(0)
(
cosh(skt) + i
(k)
2sk
sinh(skt)
)
+ φ†−k(0)
Ωk
sk
sinh(skt)
]
(84)
φ†−k(t) = e
i(k)t/2
[
φ†−k(0)
(
cosh(skt)− i(k)
2sk
sinh(skt)
)
+ ak(0)
Ωk
sk
sinh(skt)
]
. (85)
Here sk =
√
Ω2k − 2(k)/4 and Ωk = η sin θ
√
k
ωφ
. The photon and ALP phase space distributions are
given by
fγ,k(t) =
1
V
〈i| a†k(t)ak(t) |i〉 (86)
fφ,k(t) =
1
V
〈i|φ†k(t)φk(t) |i〉 . (87)
Then, using Eq. (84), we find
fγ,k(t) = fγ,k(0)
(
cosh(skt)
2 +
2k
4s2k
sinh(skt)
2
)
+ fφ,−k(0)
Ω2k
s2k
sinh(skt)
2 +
Ω2k
s2k
sinh(skt)
2. (88)
Here, fγ,k(0) is the initial occupation number.
Integrating over phase space we obtain the photon number density,
nγ(t) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
fγ,k(t) (89)
=
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
(
fγ,k(0)
(
cosh(skt)
2 +
2k
4s2k
sinh(skt)
2
)
+ fφ,−k(0)
Ω2k
s2k
sinh(skt)
2 +
Ω2k
s2k
sinh(skt)
2
)
.
We can follow the same steps to compute the ALP number density
nφ(t) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
(
fφ,k(0)
(
cosh(skt)
2 +
2k
4s2k
sinh(skt)
2
)
+ fγ,−k(0)
Ω2k
s2k
sinh(skt)
2 +
Ω2k
s2k
sinh(skt)
2
)
.
(90)
C Axion production in a FRW metric: First order calculation
Here we provide a first order computation for an axion field, produced when the interaction between
a photon background A and the hidden photon dark matter field E′dm takes place in a FRW metric.
Our choice of metric is,
gµν = diag(1,−R2,−R2,−R2), (91)
with the scale factor R(t). H = R˙/R is the Hubble parameter. Moreover we use the convention
Aµ ≡ {A0,−A} and we often use the electric field defined as,
Ei = F0i. (92)
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We note that this definition deviates by a factor of R from the naive “physical” field
√
EiEi (with no
summation implied).
In the expanding Universe Eqs. (4) and (5) are replaced by(
∂2t + 3H∂t −
∇2
R2
+m2φ
)
φ = −gφγγ′E
′
dm
R3
· ∇ ×A. (93)
In Fourier space the above equation can be written as(
∂2t + 3H∂t +
k2
R2
+m2φ
)
φk = igk sin(θ) sin(ϕk)
E′dm
R3
Ak, (94)
where ϕk is the angle formed by the polarisation vectors of A and E
′
dm.
First we eliminate the term 3H∂t by defining φk = R
−3/2φ˜k. We get(
∂2t + ω
2
φ,k
)
φ˜k = igk sin(θ) sin(ϕk)R
−3/2E′dmAk (95)
where ω2φ,k = ω
2
k +m
2
φ and ωk = k/R. Looking for resonant solutions, we write the ansatz
φ˜k(t) = ψk(t)ζk(t) (96)
where ψk is a slowly varying function and ζk(t) satisfies the homogeneous equation(
∂2t + ω
2
φ,k
)
ζk(t) = 0 (97)
whose solution is
ζk(t) = ωφ,k(t)
−1/2ei
∫ t
t∗ dt
′ωφ,k(t′). (98)
Neglecting second derivatives of ψk, Eq. (95) gives the solution
ψk(t) =
i
2
gk sin(θ) sin(ϕk)
∫ t
ti
dt′
E′0(t′)Ak(t′)
R(t′)3/2ζ˙k(t′)
(99)
where ti is some initial time when ψ~k is zero. Now, the axion energy density
ρφ,k ∼ 2ω2φ,k|φk|2 (100)
can be computed straightforwardly. Averaging over θ and ϕk we find
ρφ,k(t) ∼ 1
6
g2ωk(t)
2ωφ,k(t)
|Ik(t)|2
R(t)
, (101)
where
Ik(t) =
∫ t
ti
dt′
E′0(t′)Ak(t′)√
R(t′)3ωφ,k(t′)
e−i
∫ t′
t∗ dt
′′ωφ,k(t′′). (102)
D Coherence scale of light DM
An estimate for the coherence length Lcoh is that the phases of two particles that have a typical
momentum difference have a phase difference of order 1 over the coherence region,
(k1 − k2)Lcoh ∼ ∆kcohLcoh . 1. (103)
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In other words the coherence length is given by the inverse width in momentum space of the hidden
photon distribution.
As we are dealing with non-relativistic particles,
∆kcoh ∼ mγ′∆v, (104)
where ∆v is the width of the velocity distribution.
In principle we can define a coherence time in an analogous way. However, due to the non-
relativistic nature of dark matter the coherence length ∼ 1/(mγ′∆v) in natural units is smaller than
the coherence time 1/(mγ′∆v
2), where ∆v2 is the typical velocity squared spread ∼ (∆v)2. We
therefore focus on the coherence length and the corresponding momentum spread.
D.1 Coherence scale in the early Universe
Let us now determine the typical velocity fluctuations in the dark matter15. In the early Universe
we can take density and velocity fluctuations to be linear and estimate them using cosmological
perturbation theory (cf., e.g., [113]). The fluctuations, Φ, of the gravitational potential are given by
the Poisson equation,
∆Φ = 4piG(1 + 3w)ρδ ∼ H2δ, (105)
where δ ∼ δρ/ρ indicates the typical size of the fluctuation in the energy density16. w is the equation
of state parameter, w = 1/3 for radiation and w = 0 for matter. We can now estimate the typical
velocities from the typical gravitational acceleration ∇Φ acting over a Hubble time,
∆v ∼ ∇Φ 1
H
. (106)
Using ∆kcoh = mγ′∆v and evaluating the derivatives in momentum space at the scale ∆kcoh ∼ Lcoh
we obtain,
∆kcoh ∼
√
Hmγ′δ. (107)
At sufficiently early times δ ∼ 10−4 − 10−5 . 1 and our estimate based on linear perturbation
theory is applicable. However, during matter domination fluctuations start to grow and at some point
become non-linear. A reasonable estimate for the scale at which this occurs is when the variance of δ
is of order of one (cf., e.g., [114]), ∫ kNL
0
dk
k2Plin(k, z)
2pi2
∼ 1. (108)
Here, Plin(k, z) is the linear power spectrum at the red-shift z. Using the simple fitting formula for
today’s linear matter power spectrum from [115, 116], and the linear growth function from [113, 117]
(cf. also, e.g., [118]) normalized via σ8 (cf., e.g. [116,118]) to the recent Planck data [119] we estimate
that for z & 75 all (physical) scales with k . 10−11 eV are still linear.
15We are very grateful to Bjoern-Malte Schaefer and Gonzalo Alonso-A´lvarez for clarifying discussions on this.
16A somewhat more precise definition would be to use the amplitude of the dimensionless power spectrum ∆2(k) =
k3P (k)/(2pi)2 ∼ δ2, evaluated at the time of interest.
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However, we may worry that at even smaller length scales non-linearities set in earlier. In the case
of light bosons this is however, prevented by the fact that small scale fluctuations at a length scale
1/k correspond to momenta of size k. In turn this entails a non-vanishing velocity v ∼ k/mγ′ . This
leads to an effective Jeans (momentum) scale (see, e.g., [120]) above which (linear) structures do not
grow and are therefore relatively suppressed. For our case this is given by (cf. [120]),
kJeans ∼
√
mγ′H ∼ 10−11 eV
( mγ′
105 eV
)1/2( H
10−27 eV
)1/2
. (109)
Now, if the Jeans length scale 1/kJeans is bigger than the scale 1/kNL at which the first non-linearities
can form, i.e. kJeans . kNL we can take all structures to be linear and δ . 1.
D.2 Coherence scale inside the galaxy
It is clear that inside the galaxy we cannot use linear perturbation theory. Here, we can however, rely
on the standard estimate that the dark matter particles at our position inside the galaxy have typical
velocities,
v ∼ ∆v ∼ 10−3. (110)
This gives us the typical coherence scale/length,
∆kcoh ∼ 1
Lcoh
∼ 1
mγ′∆v
∼ 103 1
mγ′
. (111)
D.3 Coherence length in scenarios with non-vanishing initial momentum
If the bosonic field is present during inflation, the misalignment mechanism [1–5] produces extremely
cold particles with negligible initial momentum. Here, we want to briefly discuss this situation where
the initial momentum is non-vanishing.
In many scenarios where the bosonic particles, are produced from fluctuations, from misalignment
after inflation, or from decays of precursor particles or topological defects, initial velocities are non-
vanishing [5–26,121]). Also self-interactions can cause a fragmentation of initially homogeneous fields
and corresponding non-vanishing momenta (cf. [122]). Typical initial momenta are often of the order
of,
k1 ∼ κH1 ∼ κmγ′ , (112)
where the index 1 indicates the time when H1 ∼ mγ′ and corresponds to the point when a homogeneous
field would start performing weakly damped oscillations. Moreover, κ is a model-dependent numerical
factor quantifying the typical momentum scale at production.
Using that during radiation domination,
k(R) ∼ p1
(
R1
R
)
(113)
H(R) ∼ H1
(
R1
R
)
we find that,
∆k(R)coh ∼ κ
√
H(R)mγ′ . (114)
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This has the same parametric dependence as the momentum, Eq. (107), imprinted by linear structure
formation. However, κ is often of the order of 1 or larger in many cases. Typical values in the
models [5–26,121,122] are
κ ∼ (1− 102). (115)
But larger values are also feasible. Therefore, this presents a more severe limitation of the coherence
length.
After matter-radiation equality the scaling slightly changes. Similarly to the estimate above we
obtain,
∆k(R)coh ∼ κ
√
H(R)mγ′
(
H(R)
Heq
) 1
6
. (116)
We note that the values of κ are limited by the requirement of successful structure formation which
requires that the velocity at equality is not too large. Indeed, for velocities,
veq ∼ 10−3 (117)
dark matter starts to be warm (cf., e.g. [123]) and much larger velocities are excluded. Evaluating the
velocity at equality Heq ∼ 2× 10−28 eV we have,
veq =
P (Req)
mγ′
∼ κ
√
Heq
mγ′
. 10−3 (118)
we find the estimate,
κ .
( mγ′
10−22 eV
) 1
2
. (119)
E Plasmon decay rate γ∗ → φ+ γ′
The decay rate of the process depicted in Fig. 5, γ∗(q)→ φ(k) + γ′(p) is
Γγ∗→φγ′ =
1
2ωpl(q)
∫
d3p
(2pi)3 2ωγ′(p)
∫
d3k
(2pi)3 2ωφ(k)
ZT |M|2(2pi)4δ(4)(k + p− q), (120)
where the dispersion relation for the transverse plasmon is ω2pl = ω
2−q2 and for the ALP and hidden
photon, ω2φ = m
2
φ + k
2, ω2γ′ = m
2
γ′ + p
2, respectively. For the renormalization factor we use the
approximation ZT ≈ 1 [80].
The scattering matrix is given by
M = gφγγ′e∗µ(p)eν(q)µναβpαkβ. (121)
We start by obtaining the decay rate of the process in the rest frame of the plasmon, where the
4-momentum vector is (ωpl, 0, 0, 0). Considering an unpolarizaded (normalized) initial plasmon
1
2
2∑
i=1
3∑
j=1
|M|2 = g2φγγ′e∗(j)µ e(j)µ′ e(i)ν e∗(i)ν′ µναβµ
′ν′α′β′pαkβpα′kβ′
= g2φγγ′pαkβpα′kβ′µν
α′β′µναβ , (122)
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and using µν
α′β′µναβ = −2!(δαα′δββ′ − δαβ′δβα′), we get
1
2
2∑
i=1
3∑
j=1
|M|2 = g2φγγ′
(
pαpβk
βkα − pαpαkβkβ
)
. (123)
The on-shell relation is q2 = m2γ′ +m
2
φ + 2k · p, and the scattering matrix becomes
1
2
∑
|M|2 = g2φγγ′
(
ω4pl
4
+
m4φ +m
4
γ′
4
− m
2
φm
2
γ′
2
− ω2pl
m2φ +m
2
γ′
2
)
. (124)
On the other hand, the phase space can be expressed as∫
d3p
(2pi)3 2ωγ′
∫
d3k
(2pi)3 2ωφ
(2pi)δ(ω − ωφ − ωγ′)(2pi)3δ(3)(k+ p) (125)
=
1
4pi
∫
dωγ′
|p|
ω
δ
(
ωγ′ −
ω2 +m2γ′ −m2φ
2ω
)
(126)
=
1
4pi
1
2ω2
√(
ω2 − (mφ +mγ′)2
) (
ω2 − (mφ −mγ′)2
)
. (127)
Plugging everything back into the decay rate Eq. (120), we find
Γγ∗→φγ′ =
1
64pi
g2φγγ′
ω3pl
([
ω2pl − (mφ −mγ′)2
] [
ω2pl − (mφ +mγ′)2
]) 3
2 . (128)
Boosting to the plasma frame, we are left with
Γγ∗→φγ′ =
1
64pi
g2φγγ′
ω ω2pl
([
ω2pl − (mφ −mγ′)2
] [
ω2pl − (mφ +mγ′)2
]) 3
2 . (129)
Where the expression is only admissible in the range ωpl > mφ + mγ′ . In the limit ωpl  (mγ′ ,mφ)
we can take the massless limit, obtaining
Γγ∗→φγ′ =
g2φγγ′
64pi
ω4pl
ω
. (130)
F Perturbative solutions to the second-order equations
In this section we show a detailed calculation of the second-order differential equations (4) and (5), and
the results for the probability of observing a photon in the regeneration cavity of an LSW experiment.
Recalling that at the end we are working with the component of the photon field that couples to
the dark matter background, according to Eqs. (73)-(74), we assume solutions of the form
A = A(0) +A(1) +A(2) + ...
φ = φ(0) + φ(1) + φ(2) + ... .
Here the superscript labels the order of the solution, and we assume the amplitude of the fields gets
smaller as we increase the order.
At zeroth order, there is only an incident photon plane wave. We will assume that it propagates
along the x-axis, with frequency ω = |k| = k, and thus
A(0) = A0eik(x−t). (131)
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This wave is a source for ALPs, in Eq. (67). For the first order ALP equation we then get
(+m2φ)φ(1) = 4η sin θ ∂xA(0)z cos(mγ′t). (132)
With the general solution given by
φ(1) = 4iη sin θ A0k
∫
dx′dt′G(x− x′, t− t′) cos(mγ′t′)eik(x′−t′), (133)
where the Green’s function is
G(x, t) = −Θ(t)
(
i
4pi
)∫
dq
ωφ(q)
(
eiqxeiωφ(q)t − eiqxe−iωφ(q)t
)
. (134)
Here Θ is the Heaviside function. Moreover, we recall ωφ(q) =
√
q2 +m2φ. First we focus on the time
integral
T =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′Θ(t− t′)
(
eimγ′ t
′
+ e−imγ′ t
′)(
eiωφ(t−t
′) − e−iωφ(t−t′)
)
e−ikt
′
. (135)
The solution is composed of two resonant parts,
T (q, t) =
eiΩ−t
2i
(
2ωφ(q)
Ω2− − ω2φ(q)
)
+
e−iΩ+t
2i
(
2ωφ(q)
Ω2+ − ω2φ(q)
)
≡ T−(q, t) + T+(q, t), (136)
where we have defined Ω± = mγ′ ± k. Next we integrate over the momentum. Let us consider the
expression
Q± =
∫ ∞
−∞
dq
2piωφ(q)
T±(t, q)eiq(x−x
′) (137)
= e∓iΩ±t
∫ ∞
−∞
dq
2pi
eiq(x−x′)
Ω2± − ω2φ(q)
= e∓iΩ±t
∫ ∞
−∞
dq
2pi
eiq(x−x′)(
q +
√
Ω2± −m2φ
)(
q −
√
Ω2± −m2φ
) .
This integral can be performed using boundary conditions such that A0 vanishes in the infinite past,
and therefore adding to k a small positive imaginary part k → k + iε. The poles are located at
q± =
√
Ω2± −m2φ ∼=
√
Ω2± −m2φ + iε
(k ±mγ′)√
Ω2± −m2φ
≡
√
Ω2± −m2φ + iδ±. (138)
The contour closes either in the upper or lower half plane for the cases x − x′ > 0, and x − x′ < 0,
respectively. We are interested in the former case, resulting in
Q± = i
e∓iΩ±t
2q±
eiq±(x−x
′). (139)
Using Eq. (133), we find
φ(1) =
2η sin θA0k
i
∫ L
0
dx′eikx
′
(Q− +Q+) (140)
= η sin θ kL
(
ei(Ω−t+q−x)
q−
Φ(κ−L)eiκ−L/2 +
ei(−Ω+t+q+x)
q+
Φ(κ+L)e
iκ+L/2
)
, (141)
where
Φ(X) ≡ sin (X/2)
X/2
(142)
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and
κ± = k − q±. (143)
Now, we use this first order solution for the ALP field as a source for photons in the second cavity of
the LSW set up. Inserting it into the right hand side of Eq. (67), we get
A(2)(x, t) = −2η sin θ
∫
dx′dt′ Θ(t− t′ − (x− x′)) ∂x′φ(1)(x′, t′) cos (mγ′t′). (144)
From the above expression, we have two contributions, which can be written as
A(2)± = −iη2 sin2 θA0 kL
∫
dx′dt′ Θ(t− t′ − (x− x′))
×
{
Φ(κ±L)eiq±x
′
ei(∓Ω±+mγ′ )t
′
+ Φ(κ±L)eiq±x
′
ei(∓Ω±−mγ′ )t
′}
eiκ±
L
2 . (145)
Performing first the time integral,∫
dt′Θ(t− t′ − (x− x′))
{
e∓i(2mγ′±k)t
′
+ e−ikt
′}
Φ(κ±L)eiq±x
′
ei(k−q±)
L
2
=
{
±ie
∓i(2mγ′±k)te±i(2mγ′±k)(x−x
′)
(2mγ′ ± k) + i
e−ikteik(x−x′)
k
}
Φ(κ±L)eiq±x
′
eiκ±
L
2 , (146)
and then the integral in x′ we find
A(2)± = η2 sin2 θA0kL2
{
±e
i(k±2mγ′ )(x−t)
(k ± 2mγ′) Φ (χ±L) e
∓imγ′L − e
ik(x−t)
k
Φ(κ±L)
}
Φ(κ±L) (147)
where χ− and χ+ are defined as
χ± = −k ∓ 2mγ′ + q± (148)
Therefore, the second order solution for the photon field in the regeneration cavity is A(2)(x, t) =
A+(x, t) +A−(x, t).
F.1 Probability in an LSW experiment
From the second order amplitude result, Eq. (147), we obtain the probability to observe a photon in
an LSW-type experiment, (now writing in terms of the incoming photon frequency ω = k)
Pγγ =
g4φγγ′ρ
2
CDML
4 sin4 θ
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(
ω2
(ω − 2mγ′)2 Φ(κ−L)
2Φ(χ−L)2 +
ω2
(ω + 2mγ′)2
Φ(κ+L)
2Φ(χ+L)
2
+Φ(κ−L)4 + Φ(κ+L)4 + 2Φ(κ−L)2Φ(κ+L)2
)
, (149)
where ρCDM = 0.3 GeV cm
−3 is the local dark matter density. Let us note that the calculation is only
valid when mγ′ 6= ω/2. In this limit, a zero frequency photon emerges in the regeneration cavity, and
the term ω
2
(ω−2mγ′ )2 would seem to have a resonance there, but this is an unphysical result.
In the limit where the masses are much smaller than the frequency of the incoming (mγ′ ,mφ) k,
we have
Pγγ =
g4φγγ′ρ
2
CDML
4 sin4 θ
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(
Φ(κ−L)4 + Φ(κ+L)4 + Φ(κ−L)2Φ(κ+L)2
)
. (150)
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Finally, let us note that the probability, Eq. (149), includes the probability to have photons with ω
but also ω ± 2mγ′ . In an experiment where a high-finesse cavity is also employed on the regeneration
side [29, 49, 124, 125], photons with different frequency are likely not to be enhanced by the cavity if
they are outside the bandwidth of the cavity. The corresponding contributions (first line in Eq. (149))
would therefore have to be removed from the probability. In Figs. 1 and 2 we have employed this as
a conservative approximation over the entire mass range of the ALPS II line.
F.2 Birefringence and dichroism
From the perturbative approach developed at the beginning of this appendix, we also can find effects
that are relevant in optical polarisation experiments measuring birefringence and dichroism. Comput-
ing the second order correction for the electromagnetic field that takes place in the first cavity, we
get
A(2)(x, t) = η2 sin(θ)2x2A0eik(x−t)
∑
+,−
(
F (0, κ±, x) + e2imγ′ tF (mγ′ , κ±, x)
)
(151)
where
F (mγ′ , κ±, x) =
κ±
κ± − 2mγ′
(
mγ′
κ±
Φ(2mγ′x)
2 − 1
2
Φ(κ±x)2
+
i
κ±x
(
Φ(4mγ′x)− Φ(2κ±x)
))
. (152)
In high finesse cavities the term oscillating with the extra factor e2imγ′ t is often not in the resonance
width. Considering this case and dropping the corresponding term17 we can extract from (151) the
ellipticity produced by the phase change on A
ε(x) = η2 sin(θ)2x2sin(2Θ)
(
1
2κ+x
(1− Φ(2κ+x)) + 1
2κ−x
(1− Φ(2κ−x))
)
, (153)
where Θ is the initial angle formed by the laser polarisation and the DM electric field. We can also
find the change in the polarisation angle. It is given by
δΘ(x) =
1
2
η2 sin(θ)2x2
sin(2Θ)
2
(
Φ(κ+x)
2 + Φ(κ−x)2
)
. (154)
For the zero hidden photon mass case, which contradicts our HP dark matter assumption, we can
not neglect that term and we get the usual result for the axion-photon oscillation in an static magnetic
field B0 having done the replacement gφγγ′E0 → gφγγB0.
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